VETERAN BITCH (9, 2abs)

1st Fox’s CH BLACKTOFT BURLESQUE JW

Upstanding bitch with a beautiful moulded head and dark eyes. Enough neck, shoulders well positioned, excellent bone and feet. Body of correct depth, well ribbed, still holding a firm topline both standing and moving. Well muscled quarters which she used to her advantage moving. Shown in lovely condition, belying her age, only beaten by her kennel mate for BVIS.

2nd Eggington’s GO WITH THE FLOW DYNAMIC FAITHFUL (IMP NED)

Another bitch who appeals in outline, shown in fit hard condition. Well balanced and angulated, stands on excellent legs. Body of good depth, ribbed quite well back. Moved out positively in profile and used her rear to advantage. Presented in good coat and condition.

3rd Youen’s BITCON BLACK CAVIAR AT RIVERGLIDE

MINOR PUPPY BITCH (6, 2abs)

1st Smitherman SEAHEART DIVA

Well grown puppy bitch of quality, liked her head and eye. Long neck, clean through the front and shoulders. Well boned legs and good feet. Body has good depth and she is ribbed well back. Firm level topline which she maintained standing and moving. Attentive showgirl and presented in lovely condition, just giving a little away in age and maturity to the puppy winner.

2nd Colman TELURN FALLING IN LOVE WITH STEEPLEHOUSE

Bitch of pleasing type, longer cast than 1. Pleasing head and eye shape, long neck but it could be a little cleaner. Moderate front angulation, well boned legs. Body developing well, enough depth. Well angulated rear, hocks well let down, moved ok.

3rd Colson WINDYHOLLOWS FLAMING KATY

PUPPY BITCH (7, 0abs)

1st Chambers HOTOTO PRETTY BALLERINA

Eyecatching puppy who fills the eye with her lovely balance, free form exaggeration. Clean well moulded headed, liked her expression. Long neck, shoulders well positioned, just the right amount of bone and with excellent feet. Her body is firm in condition, of good depth, short and strong though the loin. Wide well muscled quarters used to advantage on the move. Moves on a light easy stride covering the ground with ease, should have a great future. BPIS in full agreement with my co-judge.

2nd Strudwicks BURPHAM LOTTIES FIRST LOVE

More compact bitch, attractive head although at this age understandably needs some more time to finish. Stands on well boned legs and well padded round feet. Ribbed quite well back, strong though the loin. Wide well muscled quarters which she used to advantage on the move.
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3rd Menzies CANDIDACASA TRUE FEELING

JUNIOR BITCH (5, 3abs)
1st SELLOANA LUNA ECLIPSE AT BOBBINMILL
Bitch with a pleasing outline, her head is well moulded, intelligent expression. Shoulders well positioned, clean though the neck. Good body depth, well ribbed and firm in loin. Firm topline and good tailset. Moving very positively in all directions.

2nd SELLOANA MONOCEROS
A shade smaller and more compact but one who presents a good outline. Head of good shape, well moulded. Clean through the neck, good legs and feet. Good depth of body, firm topline and well set tail with good carriage. Moderately angulated rear, she used to advantage on the move, could be more accurate in front movement.

YEARLING BITCH (4, 2abs)
1st EVERBLACK CRAZY IN LOVE
Moderately angulated bitch with a pleasing head. Enough neck, shoulders could be better positioned. Ribs well carried back, body of good depth. A little steep in croup and could be firmer in topline. Well presented in excellent coat and condition.

2nd HOPEVALLEY MORNING WICKED
Beautifully headed bitch, she has a long neck, shoulders well laid, correct amount of bone and round, well padded feet. Holds a typical outline standing and moving, presented in excellent condition. Free and easy mover in profile, straight and true up and down. I understand she has had a bad experience previously and wasn’t fully happy here.

GRADUATE BITCH (3, 2abs)
1st BITCON TAYLOR MADE FOR SVENJAK
Not the biggest bitch but well balanced and one who appealed in outline. Head could perhaps be a little more developed but she has a nice expression. Firm topline both standing and moving, tail well set and carried. Moved ok.

2nd CACI’S BORN TO BE MISS UNIVERSE (IMP SWE)
Appealing bitch who I thought would be the class winner but she insisted on pacing. Really appealing well moulded head, ears small and well set on. Neck of good length, shoulders well placed and stands on good legs and feet. Good depth of brisket, compact in loin. Presented in hard muscletone.
POST GRADUATE BITCH (9, 2abs)
1st LITTLE ROE MAUD OF PIETHORN
Well balanced bitch, has good bone and is well made. Strong and clean through the neck, shoulders well laid, body of correct depth, holds a good topline. Tail well set. Free sound positive mover in all directions, excellent temperament.

2nd BLACKTOFT DIAMONDS FOREVER
Maybe had the edge on 1 in head and expression but could not match her accurate footfall on the move fore and aft. Of pleasing overall balance, good depth of body. Stands on well boned legs and with excellent feet.

3rd RAINESGIFT TRUTH BE TOLD BY GLOI

LIMIT BITCH (8, 2abs)
1st FUNSTUFF IN AND OUT AT GLOI(IMP)
Mature bitch who looks at her best moving, straight and true and had the edge on this class in front movement. Well moulded head, medium sized eyes, could perhaps be slightly darker. Quite long neck, shoulders well laid, excellent legs and feet. Deep in body, ribbed well back, strong though the loin. Strong well muscled quarters. Lots of coat which makes her appear heavier than she actually is.

2nd LIZZLOG FANNY BY GASLIGHT
This bitch really appeals for her clean lines and typical outline. Attentive to her handler, well moulded head which was really appealing, clean through the neck, stands on excellent bone and round well padded feet. Well ribbed body, firm level topline, tail well set and carried. Moderate rear angulation, well muscled. Immaculately presented and quietly handled, she will always appeal.

3rd HAMELDOWNTOR MUSIC OF THE NIGHT (IMP)

OPEN BITCH (6, 0abs)
A lovely class to judge.
1st LIZZLOG BREWING BETTIE JW
Quality black bitch who has immediate impact for her correct outline. Her head is good to go over, long and well moulded, dark brown eyes, small ears set close to her head. Long and clean though the neck, shoulders well positioned, the best of bone and well padded feet. Firm level topline which never faltered standing or moving. Chest of good depth and ribbed well back, firm through the loin. Her quarters are muscled and well developed, hocks well let down. Moved out freely on a long, effortless stride. Presented in the optimum condition and handled to advantage, best bitch and with the full agreement of my co-judge BIS.

2nd GLOI DUBH GIGHA JW
Half sister to one and you can certainly see it, she is very similar in outline. Pleasing head shape of good length, dark eyes and an intelligent expression. Strong neck of pleasing length, good forehand with shoulders well laid. Good depth of body and the right amount of substance, yet retaining femininity. Shown in optimum body and muscletone, her quarters were wide and used well on the move. Moves straight and true and covers the ground easily in profile. RBB & RBIS in agreement with my co-judge.

3rd HOPEVALLEY MORNING RAINBOW JW

Mr Ed Casey